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Roostveit Men Gather In Boston.
Boston, July 27. Many of the leaders in the progressive
part;.' movement and supporters ot Colonel
Roosevelt assembled were today or
the first convention in lvlassachusetts
of the new party. The leaders plan
ned to select a stat delegation to
the Chicago convention on August 5,
and also 18 presidential electors.
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Conventions In Kentucky
Lexington, Ky July 27. The pro
gressive party will hold conventions
today in every county In Kentucky
except Jefferson, and select dellegates
to district conventions to pa held in
August.
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SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1912.

TROUBLES OF PATRICK
Cleveland, 0.,;,.luly 27. The trou
bles of Patrick Calhoun, street railway
magnate, who Is In California, ap
pear to be cumulative.
Today suit
for $64,000 waa filed against him by
the Union National bank. This is a
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BUNDY BEATS HAYES

Lake Forest,

111.,

27.

July

Thomas

of Los Angeles defeated
Walter Hayes of Chicago In the semifinals round of the Western Tennis

C.

Bundy

SU&AR TARIFF-

FIXED

IS

i ll

association championship tournament
today, thus earning the right to meet
balance on promissory notes for $100,
F C. Inman of New .York In tie final
000 endorsed by Calhoun for the iSi- round.' Bundy won In straight sets,
clld Heights Realty company.
Sevthe scores being
eral days ago Marshal Morris, of.
In the third set, Hoyes started to
RACE FOR NOMINATION FOR SEN
the suburb in which Cal- FIREMAN HOFFMAN LOSES LIFE take the net and won his first game PROGRESSIVES AND REGULARS'
houn's handsome residence stands,
ATOR HINGES ON BOOZE
IN DERAILMENT ON LAMY
of the match. Bundy took the next
AGREE UPON DUTY TO BE
was Installed la the house on a legal
three, the fourth game being hard
BRANCH
QUESTION
CHARGED.
process issued In conjunction with a
fought. Hayes grabbed the fifth and
claim for $7,10.83 held by John M.
a keen battle began, although the out
Grant and Son.
come was never in doubt. The Call- A IIATEEIAL
i:as
CUT IS U!1 rsr
his Daokhand and
fornlan lead at
to the- far corners
MOUNTAINTOP FALLS
BE forehand drives
THREE CONGRESSMEN
WOULD
LUCKLES3 MAN IS CAUGHT
the state champion on the RATE TO BE PAID ON SWEET
keeping
27. Ac
Wash.,
Ellensburg,
July
LIKE TO WEAR A HAND
NEATH WRECKAGE AND DIES
DOPE IN FUTURE WILL
run.
cording to C. M. SnOw, a sheep man
INSTANTLY
SOME TOGA
Hayes won the ninth game, but
BE $1.60.
of Trenaway who has arrived here,
Bundy was not to be defeated and
the peak capping Mount Ingalls In
won the deciding
game and the
Cascade range has been split by EOADkIS
govec;:?, the
, CHASED match
some seismic disturbance and has
Miss May Sutton of Los Angeles,
been thown Into the waters of leicio
won the Western Woman's
tennis SAYS THEY WISH
COLQUITT IS OPPOSED BY FORM Lake, a small but deep body of water SANTA FE HAS TRAFFIC
ABOLITION OF
championship by defeating Miss Mary
ED IN LESS THAN TWELVE
5,000 feet above sea level. Snow deER SUPREME COURT
DUTY IN ORDER TO KILL
6
3.
same
K.
Brown
of
the
city
clares the outline of the top of the
JUDGE
HOURS AFTER ACCIDENT
BEET INDUSTRY.
mountain has been changed completel-
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MIGHT
PRESIDENT
HAVE TAKEN "PEEK."

Washington, July 27 With the declaration that certain of Colonel
Roosevelt's views on the corporation
comproblem and the Stanley Steel
mittee's findings "singularly corresmipond" with those contained in the
Repcommittee,'
the
of
nority report
resentative Gardner of Massachusetts,
republican, today read a , statement
to the House.
"I know the world h censorious,"
Mr. Gardner declared, "and I fear it
of the
might say that the minority
the
had
purloined
committee
eteel
colonel's views if I were to neglect
to point out that we gae our views
to the press in confidence tcr future
publication several hours earlier than
the colonel gave out his statement."

Fight May Go to Washington.
Topeka, Kan., July 27. Arguments
on j.be appeal from the decision of
District Judge Branine in Harvey
county in dismissing me injunction
of
suit. .brought by tne- President Taft to keep the names of
Roosevelt electors off the primary
ballot, were held in the supreme court
today. At the conclusion of the arguments the court took a recess until 2 p. m. It was believed a decision
will be rendered today.
,
D. R. Hite, the only Taft attorney
who appeared, devoted all his argument to the rights a voter has under the constitution or the United
States. It was said the argument
tended to pave the way for an appeal
to the United States supreme court.
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Lieutenant Desert.
Edwia W. Sims,
district attorStates
former United
from Oyster
returned
in
Chicago
ney
' ' iwal
v
?
Bay and announced
HJty
from, the national 1
-- ate
a,
because ,r tit ;r,'hl.j.i to 1
was
state ticket in Illinol ,
one of the Chica-- i
Coldhel Roosevelt In the
contest and was slated to be national secretary In the Impeding campaign.
Deelgates to the Illinois progressive
state convention to be held here August 3, were to be named today In
county and ward conventions through- a
out the state. A total of 1,16$ dele-gatof which 415 are from Chicago,
were apportioned under the caU. A
call for a conference of progressive
editors, to be held heer August 3,
was Issued here today.
John F. Bass, announced In a legal
opinion that the progressive party
could not participate In the primaries
next April If it presented at the November election candidates for presidential electors only.
A

Chicago, July 27.
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Looks Bad for Teddy
Lincoln, Neb., July 27. It became
known here today that a plan was effected at a conference of progressive

and regular republicans last night
whereby the candidates for presidential electors on the republican ticket
who are favorable, to Roosevelt will
withdraw and their places be filled by
men who If elected will cast their
.
votes for President Taft.
Governor Aldrich was a party to
the conference, but It was reported
at the state house he would refuse
to carry out the agreement and would
.
stand by his earlier position for Roose-veltTwo Florida Convi-

ss"

1

1

bles,

.
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nates.
Adjournment was then taken until
residential eleclate this evening,
tors will be chosen, but there is no
disposition to place a third state ticket in the field. Tne only candidates
to be chosen this year are for the
legislature.
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Dallas, Tex.", July 27. With prohi
bition as one of the issues, Texas
democrats in a primary election to
day will express preference for one
United States senator and nominate
candidates for 18 congressional seats
(under the new apportionment) for
governor and other state officers and
for members of the 1913 legislature.
.Usually nomination by the democrats
is equivalent to an election.
Prohibition forced itself upon the
United States senatorial race; at least
in part. The state went "wet" last
summer by 6,297 votes. One of the
four senatorial candidates, James Wol-ter- s
of Houston, waa the
leader in the campaign. His opponents today are Congressmen Mor-hl- s
Sheppard, Congressman C.B. Ran-deand Matt Zollner. Mr. Sheppard
has come out as a prohibitionist.
There are two candidates for governor, Oscar B. Colquitt, the incumbent;
and William F. Ramsell, former associate justice of the supreme court of
Texas. A close race is expected, Last
summer Governor Colquitt Was align
ed against prohibition.
ll

EMPEROR IS BETTER
Tokio, July 27. The condition of
Mutsuhito emperor of Japan, which
was said by the court physicians yesterday to have reached a grave crisis,
has since fluctuated greatly, giving
rise to hopes of recovery, and again
casting those near his majesty into
Several cabinet ministers
despair.
remain in constant attendance.
The bulletins issued today Indicate
there is little change, the announce
ments published early hinting that
his strength was ebbing.

BEGGER GOES MAD.
Los Angeles, July 27. Driven mad
by constant Indulgence in her only
IN pleasure the
counting of pennies
DEVELOPMENTS
EXPECTED
and small silver pieces begged from
SENSATIONAL KILLING FAIL
TO MATERIALIZE.
passersby Leota Seybold, an ancient
character of the street corners, was
New York, July 27. The expected sent to the asylum recently and there
of one found today to be worth $300,000. She
breakdown and confession
or more of the men under arrest in will be sent to the ' care of two sisconnection with the murder of Gam- ters in Oklahoma, where she owns
bler Herman Rosenthal have failed large tracts of land.
District Attorney
to materialize.
Whitman is balked so far in his efforts to show who plotted the murder. CATHOLIC CHUStCII TO
Deputy Police Commissioner Dougherty' says he does not expect any
HELP THE PERUVIANS
more arrests soon, .lack Suljlvan,
whose arrest was one of the sensational features of the investigation, ENGLAND WILL ASSIST IN WORK
will be given a chance to tell his
OF IMPROVING CONDITION
"
story to Deputy Dougherty.
";7
OF INDIANS.
-

.

BV THE"'"

PRESIDENT

EFFICIENT POSTMASTER IN, EAST
LAS VEGAS WILL HO'--D HIS
.
JOB
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ROSENTHAL MURDER
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Jacksonville, Fla., July 2 7. White
and negro faction of the Roosevelt
conparty in Florida met In separate
the
one
half
chose
each
ventions and
number of the state's delegates to
ti e white
the Chicago convention,
branch at Ocala and the nctrroos at
Saint Augustine.
was anThe Ocala convention
while
the
White"
nounced as "Lily
for negSt. Augustine meeHng v-1
id hard-lt- r
roes. At Ocala the
tea, aid
nnpned when, negro dt'f
mr.nded
ed by a hall dozen white'
seats.
4
setts to
The convention refu'
d here
rr
Reports
the negroes.
adherstate that they, with
convena
to
se
ents,- withdrew
n at St.
The negro convr
tion.
Augustine is having

Convention of Seventeen.
Cheyenne, Wyo., July 27. The "pro
gressive convention called by Governor J. M. Carey met this morning
in the office of the governor. There
were about seventeen uelegates pres-nt- .
Governor Carey made an address
in which he stated that the progressive movement was a rebuke to re
publicans and democrats alike who
had failed to serve the people. His
speech was largely devoted to local
conditions.
Governor Carey was made chair
man of the convention, with A.. A.
Underwood vice president, and Sheri
dan Downey, secretary. Committees
were appointed and Governor Carey,
Frank Stitzer of Laramte, and T. T.
Tynan of Sheridan, were named as
delegates to the Chicago convention.
Roy Schenck, A. a Underwood and
as alterR. D. Carry were named

to mzm m

Washington, July 27. In the hope
ot' alleviating 'conditions among the
Peru Indians in the Putumayo rubber
country, the British government has
concluded to aid the' extension of the
Roman Catholic church in t:.at region.
As the laws of Peru forbid the operation of missionaries of any other
denomination, the Fritish view is that
orly through that agency cai the welfare of the natives be safeguarded
Overtures have been mada to the
1'ope, and if he is willing ;o sanction
extension cf Catholic missions in that
part of-- Peru, etioits will be made
to secure through popular subscripfunds.
tion suffioiant
Already .(he
movement for public support has

Washington. July 27. Nominations
for postmasters In New Mexico have
been made by President Taft" as fol'
lows: John W. Hawkins, Alamogor-do- ;
Robrt M. Chandler, Cimarron;
George L, Bradford, Dawson; Fred O.
Blood, East Las Vegas; John S.
Magdalena; Joseph McQuillin.
San Martial; Luis E. Kittrell, Socorconsiderable proportions in
ro; Luis Garcia, Springer; Spence Lr.gland and 'the sittte department
was informed of it in, thfi hope
Hardie, Vaughn; Piedad Medina, Wagon Mound; J. P. Porter, Estancia; O. that a similar movement might be unC. Officer Raton.
dertaken in the United States.
,
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Willis Hoffman of this city, 35 years
old and unmarried, was to have quit

EXPLORERS RETURN
27. Captain
Copenhagen,
July
Ejnar Mlkkelsen, the Danish arctic
explorer, with Engineer Sversen, ac
companying him, both of whom started In the summer of 1910 to cross
Greenland, have arrived at Aalesund.
Captain Mlkkelsen and Engineer Sver

railroading today and was to have
Washington.
July 27. The
beon relieved by Thomas, Green, a
Bristow-idg- e
sugar bill fix- veteran fireman of the Mountain di
ing the tariff on refined sugar
vision of the Santa Fe, but on his
at 1.60 a hundred pounds, late
HIS TOURING CAR final run to Lamy Junction over the
this afternoon was adopted by
Santa Fe branch last night, the enthe senate in committee. or the
sen formed part of an expedition
gine struck a broken rail on a bridge
whole, 37 to 25.
which
was organized In 1109 to disFRISCO BANKER ASKS ARREST and plunged Into an arroyo, killing
cover the depot left by Myllus Erich-sen-,
Hoffman and injuring the engineer,
OF HOUSEKEEPER IN
4-4- who with two companions, per
Hoffman was pln- Thomas' Collier.
;IMEW YORK.
In
ished
Greenland
in
the
previous
Ined under the engine and his body
Washington,
July 27. An agree
ment between regular and
New York, July 27. Mrs. Clare M. was not removed until this morning. year.
progressiva
In
of
their original
the completion
was reached today for
Engineer Collier was not "seriously
Perkins, housekeeper for Mrs. Marga
two started to cross republicans
the
object,
the passage of a sugar tariff bill fixret I. McNamara, with whom she left hurt In the accident, sustaining only
The was Greenland. The news of their return ing a duty of $1.60 per 100 nounda
San Francisco pn June 21, waa held bruises and scratches.
has been received" by the expedition in
place of the present rate of $1.S0.
today without bail to await extradi- - taken to Santa Fe his home.. Collier committee in
Copenhagen.
The pact, which it was believed
toln as & fugitive from justice. The who is a married man, at one time
would
hold throughout the
action resulted from the receipt of a ran out of Las Vegas as a fireman.
day. provides
DIAZ IS WELL
that the progressives should stand
Only two cars behind the engine of
dispatch by the New York authorities
Paris, July 27. Former President with the regular republicans," desert-in- g
from the chief of police of San Fran the train, No. 726, left the track. The
their previous alliance with the
locomotive, No. 365, which was In Porfirio Diaz of Mexico, who was ei
cisco.
It is allegfd that Nicholas J. Mc the wreck at Domingo a year ago roneously reported yesterday la Mex- democrats.
A bitter attack
by Senator Lodeo
Namara, a Sao Francisco banker, or when Engineer Green was killed, Is at ico City to be seriously ill, went out
dered the arrest of Mrs. Perkins on a the bottom of the arroyo, at Hondo, visiting today, accompanied by his upon American can s'lfjar refiners
to be in excellent opened the debate. 'He chaiged tn&
charge of. giiLI larceny. The bank- and though smashed" up considerably wife. He appears
- "'
refiner with attempting ' to r,trik
,
er accuses Mrs." Terkiiis" of 'helping' the" fcxteut OT" the damage can not health.
Senor Diaz personally expressed down their competitors, the beet ane- to steal the automobile in which Mrs.. be definitely determined nntil it has
the! desire that
the anouncement ar producers, by fighting fof free
McNamara, her two children, Mrs. been placed In the shop.
or
9 should be made that he is in excel- reduced duties on raw
after
occurred
wreck
The
shortly
a
a
valet
and
chauffeur
Penklns,
sugar. '
Mr. U)dge
o'clock.
The wrecker was sent out lent health.
endorsed a 8uhsHft
made a' trip across the continent.
bill
he had reported from the
was
cleared
road
from
and
the
chaufH.
here,
the
Frederick
Patterson,
finance
o'committee, which would abolish
McCARY IN JAIL.
feur, and Patrick Walsh, the valet, up and ready for traffic at 12:30
the
also were arraigned on charges of clock this afternoon. The accident
London, July 27. "Kid'' McCary duties standard test and the tariff
grand larceny. Counsel for Mrs. Per- tied up traffic between Lamy and who was brought up again at Bow differentials of "the preset law.
senator Lodge declared that one
kins, who had been retained by Mrs. Santa Fe completely and no mail from street police court today on a pro
McNamara, asserted that Mr. McNa- the Capital City was received here visional extradition warrant issued on year after abolishing 6ugar duties the
behalf of the Belgian government on domestic industry would be dead and
mara was trying to persecute his wife until late today.
the allegation that he was Implicated tne consumer would be paying exorbecause she left him as a result of a
A
WOMAN.
SHOOTS
In a larceny said to have been com- bitant prices.
disagreement over linancial matters.
So far as I have been
27. Andrew Golden, mitted at Ostehd, was remanded until
Denver,
July
that
Perkins'
able to
Mrs,
attorney explained
learn," said Senator Lodge, "the
Mrs. McNamara Is wealthy in her' until recently a smelter employe, to- August 2 without bail.
movement for free sugar, outside of
own right. Mrs. McNamara asserts day shot and probably fatally wounded Florence Wood In her room in
congress, has come from one of the
that the automobile belongs to her.
three great sugar refiners of the coun
Glenarm street and killed himself, MASONS
HOPE TO
try and from that source alone. The
sending a bullet through his brain..
Bad Influence is Feared
American Sugar Refining
woman
is
the
in
The
hospital
county
San Francisco, July 27. In a
pompanies
the Arbuckleg have ,l0t appearfrom Inspector Hughes of the witih a bullet in her back.
END THE TROUBLE ana
ed, in this campaign for free
New York police force, Chief ol Posugar,
but the federal companies
LAND DISPUTE ENDED
lice White was Informed today that
belonging
to the Spreckles interests have
Clara Perkins, Frederick Patterson,
Washington, July 27. The Mexican DISCUSS MEANS OF STOPPING
spent
money, employed agents and lobbystate
chauffeur
ambassador
and
the
and Patrick Walsh, maid,
department
THE REVOLUTION IN OLD
ists, distributed broadcast through
and man servant, respectively, for today reached an agreement to settle
MEXICO
thA country circulars filled with stateMcNamara
the
the long standing dispute regarding
wife of
Nicholas J.
ments more or less false and have
banker of San Mateo, would be held the ownership of the Chamlzal tract
Nasville, Tenn., July 27. Senator urged the
removal of the duties on
of
550
acres,"
of
about
in New York for the alleged theft
forming part
Jose Castello, a member of the Mex
sugar.
of the McNamara automobile until the city of El Paso, on the basis of ican
congress and sovereign grand
"The
ir dependent refinAugust 3 without ball. Unless exem- purchase of land from Mexico by the commander of the Scottish Rite Maers who are denouncing the
comIs
tract
or
The
believed
United
States.
of
Indictments
present
plified copies
sons of Mexico, visited Major James duties on
sugar claim they are fightplaints are sent to Inspector Hughes' to be worth approximately $1,000,000. D. Richardson, sovereign grand coming thQ trust, although, aside from
by that time, the magistrate will dismander of the southern jurisdiction of whatever interests
they may have In
charge the prisoners from custody.
Scottish Rite Masons at his home in the domestic
industry, the interests of
Warrants have been sworn to by PREPARING
two
Murfreesboro
The
today.
FQ3 THE
high the trust are identical with all other
McNamara and an effort will be made
Masons discussed the influence tl.e refiners."
' .
to have thei grand jury here return InMasonic order might employ to bring
Senator
ACCHSALD TRIAL
Lodge 'appealed to condictments. If this Is accomplished a
about a restoration of peace in " the gress "in the name of
detective will go with McNamara and
humanity not
..
southern republic.
to, strike down the sugar industry of-his daughter to New York to get the
Louisiana".;. while the sugar growers
prisoners and aocompany Mrs. McNa- SENATOR ROOT LIKELY WILL
of that state already were
PRESIDE AT THE IMPEACH-- ,
mara to California, McNamara told
staggering
TAIN
:
K9T
beneath the blow received from the
MENT COURT.
Chief White that the people under arterrible flood of the Mississippi.
rest had an undue Influence over hie
An amendment offered by Senator
27.
Senators
POSH
ITS
Washington,
July
wife and that he sought to destroy It.
REQUEST "Bristow
was at once accepted by Sen
Root, Lodge, Sutherland and Clark
of Wyoming are under consideration
ator Lodge and adopted without a
for the presidency of the court of im- THE PANAMA CANAL
MATTER vote, emphasizing the agreement. between the regulars and
peachment to try Judge Archbald of WILL REST ON THE NOTE OF
progressives.
commerce court. Senator Bailey
JULY 8
The amendment was "to reduce the
1 -- TODAY IN COliEESS
I the
been mentioned, but n is said a
$1.82
rate of the Lodge bill to $1.60.
'i
i has
democrat will not be chosen. Senator
Senator Brlstow Bald that with this
Wasington, July. 27. The British
Galllnger, acting president
government has decided to rest Its change the Lodge bill was acceptable
Met
of the senate, thinks a lawyer protest against the pending Panama to him. He explained that in his orig- Wasington, July
at noon.
should preside.
canal bill, for the present, on the note lnal bill the rate had been fixed at
Began debate on sugar bills.
Judge Archbald's answer is to be submitted by Charge Innes on July $1.62. The Lodge bill correspondHouse:
Met at noon.
Mr. Innes today notified Secretary ed to the existing law he said, ex
fied Monday; the house managers
Took up general deficiency bill.
are to file their answer Thursday and Knox that his government had nothing cept that the duties standard test and
Senate wool bill referred to , ways on Saturday, August 3, the issues to add.
the differential had been stricken out.
and means
committee.
The latter must be complete and the senate sitThe Archbald case, which will be
"The bill as now amended," said
announced another democratic caucus ting as the court will decide If the taken up Monday, may interfere with Senator Brlstow, "fixes a
duty ot 33
on a battleship program soon would trial shall go on or be postponed un- continued consideration of the Pan"
'' called.
ama bill.
til fall.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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TWO

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
London, July 27. New Testament
students and critics are awaiting with
Interest the forthcoming publication
by the Cambridge University Press
of "The Epistle of the Hebrews, an
Experiment in Conservative Revision," by "Two Clerks."
The experiment Is a sequel to a
memorial recently presented to the
Archbishop of Canterbury by a deputation headed by Bishop Boyd Carpenter and the dean of Norwich.
This memorial was extensively signed by scholars of all denominations,
professors and tutors, of the universities, heads of great schools and others. It invited the archbishop to appoint a commitee to correct the authorized version of the New Testament "in those places only where It
was erroneous,
misleading or
;

.

."

In reply the archbishop expressed
the wish that the petitioners would
provide a specimeni to exhibit the
Mnd of revision which they desired
and suggested the Epistle to the Hebrews as the most desirable for the
,
purpose.

fluence

of Egypt

on

Ethbpia

hadbe-gu- n

to wane, as the royal baths are
a doso i'opy of
bafhs,
The greater part of the exhibit ut
House comes from the
Burlington
baths.
!' m
Grdftco-Uoma-

n

'

Mexico City, July 27. San Juan de
Ulua, at Vera Cruz, which for tsvc
centuries and a half under Spanish
and Mexican rule has been a military
prison, will soon have no more terrors for the criminal, provided the national assembly consents to the
laws for its abolition now under consideration.
President Madero during an inspection of the prison while be was" president-elect
promised the prisoners that
he would see that they were transferred to some more habitable place,
but the move has met with difficulties.
The only federal prison available for
the transfer was the Castle of Perote,
in the state of Vera Cruz, near the
divide on the gulf slope, which was
found to be too small and, until after
many alterations were authorized,
could not be used.
A plan to transfer the prisoner to
the Islands of the Three Marias, off
the Pacific coast, opposite San Blass,
Teplo, was also met by the undesir-abilitof mingling the more hardened criminal with the minors, both men
and women, for whom the island colony is now reserved.
Quintana Roo, the othor Mexican
penal colony, has been condemned on
account of the unsanitary conditions
there and is already full. If tho necessary appropriation is voted, houses
of correction will be built In various
parts of the republic for the recep
tion of those now sent to the Marias,
which will allow the men and women
to be segregated. This will make
nec-esar- y

guard which is maintained, but because of the sharks which Infest tho
watere of the harbor.
San Juan was the last stronghold
of the paniarda in M,exlco when the
Mexicans triumphed in the war of in

dependence in 1S21. Their last act
before evacuation was to turn the
guns' of the fort on the city of Vera
Cruz, subjecting It to a bombardment
that all but destroyed It
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REFUSES
TO
LOCAL
LRANT
YOUNG MAN AN ELECTRIC
American, English and foreign resiLIGHT FRANCHISE.
dents of the capital generally, who
fled In panicky haste folowlng tt:e
Cimarron, N. M July 27. From all
state department's warning to Ameri
cans five months ago, have been grad appearances, and from the information gathered from authoritative parually returning during the last few
is very doubTrl whether or
weeks. Since the successive triumphs ties,
ofthefederal army 'in the north, the not this' city will have an electric
,

H

''.

Mexloobound stream of fonr,--- ' refu- lighting system installed at the pres"
ent time.
gees, with a fairly liberal com'ngent,
The franchise, which was drawn
has
and
visitors,
tourists
of
laterly,
been growing, until the foreign colo up by an attorney at Las Vegas,, for
nies have resumed practically their Messrs. Shaw and Horning, contains
normal proportions. The social Ufa of certain clauses,: which the town counthe capital, paralyzed after the exodus cil deemed null and void.
The town council met in a body at
customary activity In
has resumed Its
"
a recent session and tnoroughly
"
consequence.
.
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Good
Meals

Only a Few More Days! of

LH.ELY TO BE

SUMMER

OUR
The

FOREST OFFICIALS BELIEVE THAT
SUFFICIENT FUNDS WILL BE
AVAILABLE

Biest

i

CLEARANCE SALE

Money Saver of The Season, For YOU

;v!, WOMEN'S

!

Suits. Coats and Silk Dresses
HALF PRICE

Albuquerque, N. M.. July 27. Be
cause the forest service officials are
confident of the early passage 'of the
appropriation bill, which carries a
provision for the expedlture for 10 per
cent of the gross income of all na
tional forests for good roads, within
the state where that Income originates, the officers of the service her
are talking good roads and telling
what the act will accomplish. Roads
are a necessary part of every weil- constructed forest, and the offlceis
and men of the service a'e all en-thusiastice road 'boosters.
The service has already begun a
scenic road across the Pecos national
forest, which has never been completed for a variety of reasons. The roa
is one which which will be an Inte
gral part of the state highway sys
tem
that Is completed, and leads
through some of the prettiest scenery
that ever lay outdoors. It Is, so far
as constructed, of the very first class.
The service officials Intend that the
remainder of the construction shall be
every bit as good.
Immediately upon the passage of the
general appropriations bill, DisUia
Forester A. C. Ringland will go to
Santa Fe and confer with the gover
nor, the head of the s.tate highway
commission, regarding the completion
of the road. Although the monies de
rived under this provision must be
spent under the direction of th9 ser
vice, it is the policy of that lntsltutlon
to consult the wishes of the state au
thorities as to the location of the
roads and the expedltures to be made.
It is believed that the governor, be
cause of the great demand for a good
road in the section served by the proposed PecoB scenic highway, will urge
that that be the first road to receive

'

: Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Skirts and all Colored
Wash Goods,

ONE THIRD OFF
CHOICE

CHOICE
of our entire line of
New and Desirable
PARASOLS

of what is left from our

lineof SUMMER

.'

MIL-

LINERY

HALF PRICE

HALF PRICE

MEN'S SUITS S9.98
Choice of what is left in Men's Suits, worth from $15.00 up

FOR. ONLY S9.98
Las Veas'LoadingStora

7IMUUUL
Established

South SidePkja

1862

l,050

6O071

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

attention.
As the bill will render in the neighborhood of $15,000, available this year,
It Is believed that it will be possible
to complete the scenic highway, as it
is called,: with this year's

;
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scanned the franchise as presented
The conference of industrial operat-tfr- s to thaf body by the promoters, and
consequent upon the strike of tex-titl-e a vote taken showed that the mems
bers were not in favor of granting
workers In several of the
of
one
the franchise.
throughout the country,
Mood-sheThe franchise, which contained
in
resulted
strikes
the
having
f
many
the
flaws, was not large enough
decided
ten:hour
that
has
Excavations made at the earner of
and
broad
factories
all
enough, generally speakhold
throughout
day shall
Paternoster Row and St Paul's Alley
400 In number-n- ine ing, to meet with the demands of the
some
represented
In London have disclosed part of the
hours at night shall constitute city, and keep in line with the city's
old wall which once enclosed the oriimprovements, such as water
a
da, an-- over time shall be paid lorA other
ginal St. Paul's Cathedral. The wall,
and
a
systems.
telephone
at the rate of time and quarter.
which Is about 60 feet long, is made
One of the faults found with the
be
also
will
scale
minimum
wage
of chalk and rubble, and was built In
plan was that the parties could start
adopted uniform for all factories.
the twelfth century. On the same
labor work within one year frpm date of is
the
of
demands
insistent
The
site nieces of a Roman amphora,
ers have resulted in the establishment sue. ,.
Roman vases and some Samlan ware
The franchise also stated that the
of a department of labor connected
have also been uncovered. Other finds
and
power
company was only to furnish
of
.
11
Industry
f
the
with
In
1.1- department
un..i4t.J
dusk to 12 p. m. at night
from
take
to
A
committee
lights
nubile works.
Hgih Holborn and a large quantity
also overruled this clause,
The
work
textitle
of
,counciI
the
demands
the
up
of pipes of the eighteenth century.
the ctiy wants, a
work
that
the
pro
stating
ers was appointed, but
Under some old stables' In Batho-lomeas many parties would
not
satisfac
was
system
day
and
slowly
gressed
Close, one of the oldest parts
use
to
the
care
sent
an
electricity for power
who
recently
tory to the men,
of London, three Norman arches have
that the company
and
in
When,
operations,
to
the
operators.
ultimatum
been uncovered
They are believed' possible the transfer of the prisoners
should install a plant to meet these
the
the
with
ultimatum,
accordance
Ulua.
in
de
Juan
San
to have formed part of the cloisters
;
The old fort of San Juan, the Mon o laborers at one of the factories went demands.
of the Priory which once stood on
of
franchise also stated that
The
bullets
the
met
with
were
out
held
for
of
has
Castle
they
Mexico,
always
the site.
a force of volunteers, and subsequent street lights would not be furnished;
the political offender and the evil-do- a
ever
the
public feeling forced tne mm owners six in number, without receiving
er
horror
all the
inspired by
to
The exodus of British nobility
current.
the
for
compensation
London. It! to take action.
Canada continues, and there are Bastille or the Tower of
The class and quality of poles to
is built on an island in the bay at
Dom
In
nov
the
setled
enough peers
be
has
Mexico
used was not tefined In tine
in
Railroad construction
from the
inion to form a house of lords. The Vera Cruz, about a mile
and on tnls question the
reason
of
franchise,
little
suffered
by
of
few
the seemh'gly
latest recruits are the Hon. Gerald shore, and comparatively
At the present time council also overruled the franchise.
the
Its
who
entered
have
inspection.
thousands
gates
Ward, youngest of the four brothers
The rates were not mentioned in
come forth alive. Many of the there ar 1,116 miles of new lines and
of the Earl of Dudley and Lady Eve- have
of comple the franchise, and the council disired
In
various
stages
branches
water
when
under
are
cells
partially
lyn Ward, daughter of the Earl and
to know something about this ques
tion.
'Countess of Erne. They have shaken the tide Is full, and the interior ones
of these tion. The council being in favor of
most
the
iniportant
without
are
Perhaps
veritable
light
dungeons
the dust of the old country from their
In Spanish are lines from Vera Cruz to Tamplco, protecting the citizens of Cimarron
feet in favor of Ontario, where they or ventilation. In these
and charged
times the culprits were confined, the 879 miles, and from Tamplco to Mata- - from being over taxed
expect; to engage In farming. ,i
Workfor
264
miles.
the1
lights.
on
moros,
border,
waista.
'
Last November the Duke and tluch-es- s water reaching to their
francMse,
Calling for "a' "23 jfe
Under Mexican rules these lower on the former began last May. Other
of Sutherland took up large tracts
deemed
aavisable
it
also
council
branches
are
the
construction
under
lines
are sail to have been abandon
of land in; Alberta and British Colum cells
a franchise for such a
not
the
to
and
Isthmus
grant
Cruz
and
Vera
conof
the
hut
of
as
ed
confinement;
places
bia as part of the ducal scheme for
to a few months' imprison-mn- t Durango line, all Intended for the duration.
the purpose of encouraging English demnation
All in all, the town council over
in the least unsanitary portions opening up of rich portions of the
and Scottish farmers to take up farms
the entire proposition, and sum
less
ruled
or
more
of the grewsome fort, overrun with country hitherto
where they may settle without the
the proposition together, the
ming
of
in
filth
the
and
reeking
sacrifice of their British citizenship. vermin
be Inadequate to meet
would
plant
meant a lingering deaic,
When on their holdings the Duke and centuries,
of the city, and
IN
UTAH.
the
CONVENTION
requirements
s
of Mexico
political prisDuchess live in a cozy bungalow near and many
a little longer,
to
wait
Roose27.
The
best
deemed
it
Provo,. Utah, July
oners have dropped frtfr.i sight within
Brooks,' Alberta.
in this nature
here
rallied
to
have
something
than
Utah
in
adherents
velt
walls.
Lord Somers,
late of the life its
a
would
be
which
to
disgrace to Cimar
complete
The corner stone of the castle was for a convention today
and to reflect
guards, soon after taking up farming
to
ron
come,
in
of
the
years
the
progressive
1528.
organization
Its
in
In" Ontario, was joined by Lord and laid by the Spaniards
the present
of
delecharacters
elect
to
the
upon
foundations alore are said to have party in this state and
Lady Hyde, his sister and brother-in-law- .
trustees.
of
at
board
convention
and
to
national
the
mayor
$4,000,000 gold, and gates
Lord Leconfleld's brother, Regi- cost more than
It ! not known whether or not
sum spent on the castle Chicago.
nald Wynham, is also trying his lot the aggregate
up another
the
promoters
over $20,000,000
as a settler. Other peers own large by the Spaniards
mock-turtl- e
near future, or abanI had
in
franchise
Guest
thg
Yes,
.still
is
castle
the
The fact that
holdings in Canada and spend a great gold.
By the way, where do they don this proposition as fruitless.
of the efficiency soup.
deal of time In the Dominion look- in Use is evidence
catch
construction
of
work
with which the
ing after their interests there.
Walter Near the Bhanwock, I
was done. Escape from the place Is
Summer colds are herd to get rid
sir!
of
think,
account
the
on
not only
of, and frequently lead to asthma
Efforts are being made to find an impossible,
bronchitis, and hay lever, uo not let
English market for a new and extenyour cold get a hold on you, but use
sive
section in Asia
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for quick relief. W. H. Allen, ChelMinor. Trial shipments have been
sea, Wis., says: "W prefer Foley's
made to Liverpool, and It is said that
Honey and Tar Compound to other
a considerable development in this
cough medicines because it quickly
trade may be expected soon.
cures coughs and colds. It will ward
The efforts of the growers are con
off a cold If taken In time." Contains no opiates. O. O. Shaefer, Red
centrated in the Adana district It
Cross Drug Store.
Is a fertile coast plain and is said to
a
class
produce
high
cotton, the rais
MURDER MYSTERY UNSOLVED.
ing of which has been given great
Woonsocket, R. I., July 27. Henri
stimulus lately by the introduction of
Deslovers, who Is being held for the
modern methods and machinery. The
alleged murder of Angele Parmentier,
Egyptian varieties are not cultivated
was arraigned in ' court vagain today
on a large scale, owing, it is said, to
for a preliminary hearing. The man
peculiar climatic conditions; but In
strenuously maintains that "he is guilt
the last few years an American va
less of the crime charged againsl
riety has been introduced and is giv
him.
Beyond the arrest of Deslovi :rs
ing satisfactory results. This varie
on
circumstantial
evidence, the uthor.
ty will now produce about 3,000 bales,
Ities have apparently made little pro
while the total output has doubled
The New Perfection
gress towards unraveling the mystery
since last year.
Stove it handtomely
The boys at Camp Comfort are using
surrounding the murder of the ParSniihed in nickel, with
mentier woman, whose headless and
Cabinet top.drop shelves,
the same stove that they had last year.
Archaeologists are flocking, to see
towel racks, etc Made
nude body was found in the BlackIt was the best they could get. It was a
the exhibits from the city of .tferoe,
with i, 2 or 3 burners.
stone river more than a month ago.
the ancient capital of the Kngs of
with
Free
k
The man Deslovers was arrested be
Ethiopia, now on view at Burlinvton
every stove. Coo
cause he had lived with the woman
also given to anyone
"
House. The arduous work of the ex
sk-sto-ve
sending 5 cents to cover
and because he was reported to have
peditions dispatched during the last
mailing cost.
This year they got a New Perfection Oven
been In her. "company when she was
three seasons by the University of
Also a New Perfection Toaster
last seen alive on June '4. Where
Liverpool under Professor Garatang
Also a New Perfection Broiler
and how the murder was committed
has resulted In almost undreamt of
" Gee, what a difference in the meals a good
not been determined. Every ef
have
. discoveries.
The
Sun temple
rtove makes," said one of the boys.
fort of the police to discover the head
described by Hercdotus, with the
They will tell their mothers and wives about
of the murdered woman has likewise
"Table of the
altar, the
the stove, too. For the New Perfection Oil
' '
proved futile.
Cook-stov- e
Sun," has been discovered, and in one
is as convenient for the home as for
of the palaces a magnificent head of
the camp. It will bake, broil, roast and toast as
'
well as a regular coal range.
For soreness of the muscles, whethAugustus was found. Ti:is year the
er induced by violent exercise or inmost Important discovery ionMsted of
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
jury, there is nothing better than
the royal hatha, a koA planned block
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Chamberlain's Liniment, This liniCoiie, Salt Lake City
of large buildings. Theso show that
ment also relieves rheumatic pains.
In the third century 1!. C. the inFor sale by all dealers.
..
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POINTERS

FOR MOTORISTS
'

4

'

Telephone
Sudden braking is harmful to tires,
It causes the wheels to be dragged
over the ground, with the result that
the tire treads are quickly worn away.
Occasionally motorists apply their
brakes so forcibly that the wheels are
locked. Not only Is this absolutely
ruinous to envelopes, but according to
the Mlchelon Tire man, it is not gen-

or call and we will have our demonstrator

show you.

Las

Veps

Phone Main 344.

Antomdblle-f'

Machine
Whalen,

erally the quickest way to stop a car.

A demonstration of the same princi latter wheel will goon show signs of
wear.
ple is ofen seen in starting a railroad
If the springs are weak, bad jars
train. If the throttle is opened sud
will cause the upper part of the tires
denly the wheels of the locomotive
In
will spin around without gripping the to rub against the mudguards.
chain-driveofchains
the
cars
driving
rails and the train stands still, where
as if the steam be applied slowly the ten cause injury of a somewhat similar nature. If they are slack, a swingcars are set in motion at once.
motion will cause them to strike
Moreover, if the brakes , act with ing
n

the sides of the tires.
unequal force, tire trouble is likely to
result. One of the wheels will prob- line is too close to the
the chain bolts are too
ably run free, while the other
is
checked suddenly. The tire on the velope will foe marked

t

If the chain
wheels or if
long the enwith oblique

&

Ce.

Fowler

Prtpj

scratches. These cuts are crossed at
regular Intervals, being produced first
when the bolts strike the upper and
again when they strike the lower part
of tbe tire walls. All these matters
require the motorists's careful atten
don.
Dysentery Is always serious and often a dangerous disease, but it can be
cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured It
even when malignant and epidemic.
For sale by all dealers

P
Capital Paid in
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at Camp Comfort
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HUE DEPOSITS

Lsxs Vegas Seivinfts

Cook-Boo-

Oil

Dank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Migael National Bank

Win. G. Ilaydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Uoskins

President
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Treasurer
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GRACE

V

CASE BEGINS

New York, July 27. Afternoon costumes, especially those Imported Irom
Paris', show greater elegance than
ever before. Many of these costumes
are made from extremely beautirul
and costly material and are elaborateYet, there are some of
ly trimmed.

by Mrs. Grace, but did not reach her
and forms now an Important evidence
In the hands of the prosecution. The
case has aroused a great deal of feel
ing as evinced by the fact that a
short time ago a bill was Introduced
in the legislature by Representative
Harrell, which would allow either hus
band or wife to testify against the
other.

ved invit
be given

v

and:

STRAY TOPICS

FE11 LITTLE

CLD

111

Choir Loft

Y

r or Mias
, who is
i.

et next

white crepe de Chine or with white
B. F.
New York, July 27. It did not even and known as
tulle, silk voile, lace or linen. One of
"iiish Lincola
CHURCH
OF
THE
IMMACULATE
cause a flutter on Wall street the Street," because lie pica,
the pretty frocks in this clasB was a
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle, other day when it became known that streets of the financial dlsi.
straight narrow robe of soft white
INTER"IN A BAD WAY"
jailor.
charmeuse fastening all the way ATLANTA IS INTENSELY
Ms. Hetty Green, now in her seventy-eig- become a convert to free tra
SHOOT-ININ
First mads at 7 a. m.; second mas hth
ESTED
MYSTERIOUS
down the front with little white satt
year, had just ..eon baptized merly he was an ardent advocai
10 a. m. Sunday school in
OF LAST MARCH
English in the Episcopal faith. Wall street a
Many art East Las Vegas Reador Will tt
in buttons, the whole veiled, save in
protective tariff, but a recent e..
and Spanish at 3 p. m., In Spanish ai to
I
Feel Grateful for This Inforrather callous in' spiritual matters perlence caused him to change the
these afternoon toilettes that have an the front panel, by a tunic of beautiAlluriK fit, Ti,l
,,:30 p. in. Rosary and benediction
07Th xflmftinl
mation
and received the news without com- views. A few days ago he returned,
extremely dressy air without being ful black Chantilly. This tunic was
f the bleseed sacrament at 7:30 p
division
out:
of
When
the
court,
back
your
Judge
gives
superior
ment beyond what may figuratively from Europe, where ha had spent
necessarily extravagant. They owe a little full and the fronts met at the L.'
n.
S. Roan presiding, will meet here
Becomes lame, weak or aching;
be called a shrugging of the should- three months traveling. Upon his artheir smartness more to clever selec- waist line, where they were held by
Cathechlam for English speaking
When urinary troubles set in,
er. According to reports Mrs. Green rival in port the custom house aution of material or foundling of line a girdle of ohau.able rose taffeta. next Monday and the opening of the
:hlldren on Tuesday 4 p. tn., and cm
"in
a
Is
unusual
and
bad
are
session
with
Your
awaited
way."
kidneys
did not embrace the faith with anat-ica- l thorities held up some trinkets and
to
detail and color than
expensive But above this the 'ace parted to show
10
a. tn.; for Spanish speak
state-wid- e
v
Doan's Kidney Pills are for sick Saturday
interest, for the first case
enthusiasm. Far five or six years other articles which he had purwhite
the
and
below
elaboration.
satin
the
front,
"
t
ing children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
the rector of Holy Cross Episcopal chased in, Europe for his own use or
Flowered taffetas are largely used girdle too, the lace was. drawn back to be taken up is that of Mrs. Daisy kidneys,
on Saturday at 9 a, m.
Local evidence proves their merit.
with havchurch in Jersey City had been fry for presents and demanded the payfor these costumes.
Many of the.se slightly with the faintest suggestion Opie Grace, who is chargedt
P. Clddio, 506, Grande Ave., Esat
to
husband,
her
murder
ing
attempted
flowered taffetas are quaint at the exs of a pannier movement. Long close
ing to get Mrs. Green attuned to a ment of duties aggregating $37. The
OF
CHURCH
OUR
LADY
OF
SOR
Intense Las Vegas, N. Mex., says: "I am aa ftOVS-r-Respiritual life, before he succeeded in minister paid the duty, but he Is no
pense of daintiness and gaiety, show- unllned sleeves of the lace were fin- Eugene Hamilton Grace. This
Paul
Gllberton,
pastor.
in the case is due not so strong In my praise of Doan's Kidney
her consent to her baptism. longer a protectionist.
obtaining
ing blurred designs on grounds oi ished at the bands with frills and a interest
mass
First
at
a.
6:30
m., third Sun
of the Pills today as when I, publicly testidull old fashioned lines. These are frill ran around the back and sides much to the social prominence
Whether she finally consented beSecond
mass
excepted.
lay
8:30,
and her alleged victim, but fied to their merit two years ago.
The New Era club, an organization
good looking for certain purposes, but of the slightly low ntck, while across defendant
sermon In English, hymns rendered cause she had actually become "athad a great deal of trouble from
or because rhe did not wish of working boys on the iower East
on a midsummer afternoon the more the front there was only the straight to the peculiar circumstances
tuned,"
the
children
by
under
the
direction
which promise to make the my back. There was a steady, dull
delicate colorings have a greater line of white satin finished by a cord
f the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass to disappoint the rector, who Is a dis- side, has purchased for Itself a home
which
featlres
promise to make the ache through my loins and richt side, it 10:30 a.
are
and
of
the of the satin. There was no other trimthere
charm
plenty
m., sermon in Spanish, tant relative of hers, is not known. on East Broadway. This fact is inand stooping caused sharp twinges.
one long to be remembered.
trial
from.
to
choose
toned
taffetas
worn
low
black
a
with
but
ming,
light
big
from 3 to 4 Sunday schooL At 4 At all events she allowed herself to teresting because the club, the 230
Mr. and Mrs. Grace came to this city I believe that my work was respon
Those with white grounds strewn hat partly faced with rose taffeta and
of the Blessed
Sacra- be baptized. It is characteristic of members of which are nearly all poor
sible for the trouble, as I am obliged Benediction
the old lady that the rector had to Jewish boys who have to work bard
with nosegays In Dresden' colorings with pearls about the throat, the cos- from Philadelphia, their former home,
ment
New
At
Mexico
the
Hospital
much
so
about eight or ten months ago. Ac- to sit In a cramped position
or In soft rather duil shades of blue tume wag unusually attractive.
at her business
call
fi;ce in New to earn their small wages, owes Its
for
mass
the
Insane
every fourth
Mrs. of the time. Prompt relief followed
York and pry her away from her busi success to the push and energy of Its
and rose and violet, etc, are perhaps
Often the black and white layers-w-hite cording to statements made by
the
Sunday
by
pastor.
his wife, the use of Doan's Kidney Fills, the
Grace since the shooting,
ness before she allowed herself to members. The club was founded
the most satisfactory, but there are
satin, partly veiled in black
and contents of one box completely curhandsome
Is
an
who
unusually
of
be taken to the church In Jersey City about twelve years ago oa a social
in
pale mousseline
de soi embroidered
others, equally attractive,
FIRST
METHODIST
EPISCOPAL
of ing me."
in an automobile to be baptized.
toned grounds, faint rose, bleu de white, with a second tunic drapery attractive woman, used to be one
and educational center for the poor
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 CHURCH Cot. Eighth street and Na
Great
of
the
numerous
sirens
the
flor-scattered
with
Jewish
of white mousseline de soie embroid
working boys of the lower
rJonal
del, maize, lilac,
lu. C. Anderson, pastor
avenue,
Foster-MilbuCo.,
Buffalo,
White Way of New York, when he cents.
al design In harmonizing colors.
East side. Not until last year did the
Bonos' at 9:45. Preaching at
ery In black, or a close skirt of black
a
Sunday
Members
of
Bull
the
held
United
sole
for
family
the
New
York,
agents
her a few
Such a taffeta worn by a pretty satin showing
For11 o'clock Epworth League at 6:45; well attended
but a little below a became acquainted with
meeting In the Grange club become self supporting.
af- States.
'
blonde woman at a recent lawn tea tunic of white satin with white satin years ago. She fascinated him and,
the small annual deficit was
merly
8:00.
service
at
preaching"
evening
at
name
hall
and
county,
Doan's
Orange
Remember
the
Mamptonburg,
her
married
he
a
ter
brief
courtship,
and
so
had a ground in pink
A cordial invitation is extended to New
pale
waistcoat and lace frills. Simpler
York, the other day and arrang- covered by several wealthy Jewish
where take no other.
the
creamy that it was almost flesh color, effects are exploited in the useful and and took her to Philadelphia,
ill who have no other place of wm ed plans for celebrating the
Recognizing
philanthropists.
' with a rathor
a responsible position, Less
the
e
Beneficial
of
and
to
influence
divine services at this
of supple he held
attend
frock
large prim nosegay de- popular
great
ship
of
anniversary of the advent
A, M. Nason, farming near Canaan,
Mr. Grace, who la
hurch.
sign In soft net clear blue and vio- black satin. Some of these frocks than a year ago
Sarah Wells in what is now Orange club, which offers to the boys of
Ms'., was badly crippled with 6datl0
Interests
and
do
has
to
wel
alproperty
let, and was relieved uy a bodice
are as, straight and narrow as ever,
rheumatism due he rays to uric acid
Sarah Wells was the first that locality much needed social and
county.
most entirely of blue creamy lace with buttons down the front and tight In the south, decided to remove to In his blood. "Foley Kidney Pills ST! PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH. white woman to set foot in that coun- educational advantage, the patrons of
Atlanta, where he owns some valuable entirely cured me and also removed
Rev. J. S. Modre, Rectcr, 716 Nacontributed funds
and pink tulle.
long sleeves, but with a becoming
ty. As she afterward became the the club willingly
numerous black specks that were con- tional avenue, East Las
real estate.
bod
with
of
silk
skirt
to purchase a
N. M. wife of William
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the three get together first, as the
winner will have an opponent left.
The survivor is the man to trail Wolgast.
It is ridiculous for anyone to assert that either ot tnese three boys
is afraid to meet the other, as they
all have proved their gameness on
many a field of battle.
If Ritchie will take my advice he
will cut out that "afraid ot me" talk
and agree to meet either Mandot or
Rivers at the legitimate lightweight
limit, or at least wait until he has
beaten the contenders in a more decisive manner that four, six and ten- round decision bouts. He should wait
a, bit before allowing his press bureau to claim the earth for him.
Win 'Em In the Ring
"
I say all this with the firm convic
tion that Ritchie is one grand little
fighter, but he teat the crisis of his
career now and I iliate to see. him
talking In such foolish fashion. He
should do as he has been doing in
the past win his battles in the ring
and not through a lot of bombastic
nonsense in the papers, eventually ne
will get his chance, as his record is
to god that the 'sporting public will
demand that' he get his rights, and
the voice of the public is the one
that can never be denied.
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Official Dispenser of
OLD F.IPY WHISKY, COOES
GOLDEN

EEEfjONHAFT

All Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED
Phone Vegas 133 for
WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER
Delivered Free,

515 DOUGLAS

AVE.

Come and Try Your Luck.

everywhere. The trades offer but a
limited feild with, little chance of
ever becoming anything more than
the hired man, and in so many occu
pations the young man must, devote
five or ten of we best years of his
life "getting established."
Not so in business. So great has
been the industrial growth of our
country that the volume of business
transacted has nearly doubled every
ten years for the past half century,
and authorities say that we have
only begun. This marvelous development has created an unparalleled de
mand for young men who are trained
in the technique of business and are
qualified to accept responsible positions with the great commercial or
ganizations of. our country. This de
mand is growing much more rapidly
than the supply. Excellent salaries
are offered right to begin on. Rapid
advancement is assured (he efficient;
the office assistant of yesterday is
the president, the manager, the sec
retary, 'or the cashier of today. ,
Andrew Carnegie says that the suc
cessful business men of the future
must be those who have a technical
business training. Don't waste time
and money on an experiment. Secure
that training in a strong, well established, successful Institution, whose
graduates are successful. Catalogue
11

ee.

Courses by mail alsoi
COLBUSINESS
ALBUQUERQUE
LEGE,"
Albuquerque, N. M.
A Special School by Specialists.

DLAST

night.

The Harmony club will meet next
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. B. F.
McGuire at her home, 1103 Lincoln
avenue.

Miss York Entertains.
for Visiting Young Folk.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 27. The
Miss Mossie York was hostess
smelter of the Santa Fe Gold and
evening at one of the
Wednesday
.i
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Albuquerque Monday. They are mak- be a speedy one, one that will satis
fy their appetite for baseball. Then,
ing the trip by automobile.
Colonel R. E, Twitchell
returned too, the success of baseball in Las
yesterday from Mountainair where Vegas largely depends on tomorrow's
he had been in attendarxe at the attendance, and all of the fans who
fifth annual assembly of the Moun want the sport for the remainder of
Colonel Twitch the season, should turn for the good
tainair Chautauqua.
ell was one of the principal speakers of the cause.
at the opening of the assembly.
W. G. Ogle returned last night from
Jon McNierney, of Rociada, who
Mountainair, where he has been in at- has been in Las Vegas several days
tendance at the eleventh annual con- on business, returned home this afvention of . the New Mexico Sunday ternoon. He was accompanied by E.
School, association. Mr. Ogle was J. McWenie, who will join Mrs.
elected delegate from New Mexico
and baby, who have been visitto the world convention In Zurich, ing In Rociada during the past week.
Switzerland. The officers off the
state association elected at the meet
ing are ; "fudge W. H. Pope, of Santa
Fe, president; Rev. Joe Hedgepeth,
of Tucumcarl,-- ' vice president; H. L.
ROUND
and W. F.
JUitbgow,,, treasurer,
Swartz, of Artesia, secretary.
W. J.' Dorefler, until recently boil
er maker, foreman In the Santa Fe
shops, left this morning on train No.
8 for Springfield, 111,., where he had
been called by the serious inness of
COLORADO SPRINGS $13.70
PUEBLO, COLO. $11.1
his mother. Mr. Dorefler, who Is tne
inventor; of the W. J. Dorefler flue
DENVER $10.60
;
,
expander, now being tested in Spring
field, as a side issue on his trip, will
make arrangements for the manufac
ST. PAUL, P.IINN. $45,30
ST. LOUIS, MO. $40.33 .
ture and sale of his invention. The
tests of the flue expander have been
CHICAGO, ILL. $10.23
,
gratifying ana Mr, Dorefler has re
ceived an offer from a railroad tool
Also rate ftp many other points in East, North East, West
.s,
company,
manufacturing
supply
and points, in
and NoftJVest jncluding'' points yin Old' Mexico
which desires the exclusive right, to
'
sell
the
Columbia.
and
British
manufacture
expander.
",'
In the event of Mr. Dorefler's acceptto
sale
on
Tickets
June
1st.,
Sept. 30th., are first class
daily
ing the offer the invention will be
Final return limit
direction.
in
either
over
for
and
stop
good
placed on the market soon.
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LOCKHART

,

SUCCESS.
There are a dozen failures for ev
ery success, and as most men shape
their destinies early in life, the train.
ing which will best qualify them for
success is of intense interest to all
young men.
In' this age of competition, many
of the professions nave become great
There is an overly overcrowded.
abundance of lawyers, doctors, etc..

i AiSl.

her guest

O

IN OPPOSITION

..

r;r popular store
IMfeo I

Miss Marie Mann has issued invit
tlons for a card party to be tflveti
Monday afternoon la honor of Miss
Pearl Carson of Albuquerque, who is

WILL WORK PAY ROLL IS $30,000 AND FORCE
TO TOMMY
OF MEN WILL BE DOUBLED
SOON
LOCHARD

CHIEF

,''..

flS
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OPTIC,

FIGHT SANP EDM PLANT
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W. R. Holly came in
his ihome in Springer,

;

1

Hall of Roswell was in Las Vegas today on busineES.
Isaac Uacharach made a flying trip
to Mora in his automobile yesterday.
Manuel Henriquez
has returned
from a several aays' trip to Fort SumE.
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The Columbus club, of the American association, has released Rudy
Hulswitt to the Louisville club.
e
Hal Chase has regained his
form and is playing real ball for
the New York Highlanders-Manag- er
of the
Frank Chance,
Cubs, used 18 men In a same against
Philadelphia recently, but the Quak
ers coped 9 to 8.
The Washington team did great
work on its home lot and will now
try for another clean-u- p on the West
ern end of the circuit
The International league teams artf
running a corking good race this season with Rochester, Baltimore and
Toronto showing the way.
From all accounts Manager Doo in,
of the Quakers, annexed a genuine
pitcher when he signed Eppa Rlsey,
old-tim-

the former University of Virginia
star.
Frank Fogarty, the "Dublin Minstrel," who is traveling with the
White Sox, ha written a new eong
"
entitled, "Stop Your Kidding,
-

Olea-son.-

Don't overtook, Ed Konetchy of the
Cardinals, when you spout about star
first basemen. "Big Ed's" record of
plpylng 52 games without an error
places him with the best In the biisl- -

ress. .

craeit tor tne greatest worn witn
the stick this season belongs to Ty
v
Cobb. In the
played
9
PhilIn
(no
18)
game July
July
adelphia, Ty made 14 hits with a
total of 27 bases.
Sovaral major league clubs have
asked, the management of the Portsmouth, O., team to set a price on
Pitcher Cy Marshall. He Is considered the premier twirler of the Ohio
State league.
.
Charley Faust champion performer
in the nut league, claims he has been
reinstated by the National ' commission and is no wthe official mascct
of the Giants. Looks as if McGraw
is buffaloed.
Hugh Jennings Is credited with the ,
remark that the Boston Speed Boys
are handicapped in tncir- - ngnt for tue
pennant because they are a "handshaking" team; meaning that they
don't put over the rough stuff often
double-header-

s

17-1-

enough.
Members of the defunt Williamson
team, of the Mountain States league,
weer given only eight dollars for two
i

weeks' work with the result that one
player is in Jail for trying to beat a
Twin tJ
and anitiai xrroa awOata-for eloping with five uniforms belonging to the club.
,

The OvUc prints an the news.

TO

ADVERTISED'

Gi

'

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct,. but has put. his personality and reputation behind his
.

j

j

NEW RAIL TERMINAL.
Denver, Colo., July 27. The Boston
News Bureau Js authority for the announcement that the reorganization of

the Denver, Northwestern and Pacif- road is to be followed by a mer
ger of the five big companies operating along that line and the estabThe
Optic.
reads
lishment in Denver of giant termi
Everybody
nals in which to store BOU.OUU tons
The officers of the coal
coal.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
companies involved say the anouncaas
that
and
"rnl'DTUf hat liiHt received in white ment is news to tMm,
L. P. far as they know thre is no trutn
corduroy and soft felts. Mrs.
in the report "
Wright,' 503 Sixth street

October 31st., 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60 days from date on
sale to many points in East.
NEW YOEK, N. Y., VIA STANDARD LINES

VIA CIFFEEENTIAL LINES

$75.30

statements.
,

'.v

.

;

-

It

$72.33

.

He can. be trusted because his very business existence, is at stake ,.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
y only in making the goods right,' but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but4t
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence ,Jthe dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

Goods
Always Pays to Buy Advertised
V
;:,A-.'

;

.

''.',.'

For further information call on or write.
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Took Matter of Present Into Thslr
"Was your wife in the suffrage paOwn Hands on Silver Wedding
rade?" aeked Morrowby, meeting Jel-iff-e
Annlverary.
x
on, the street.
Everyone who has got several gifts
"You bet she was!" said Jeliffe, enexactly alike will appreciate the
la
she
the
thusiastically. "Why,
shrewdness of this Ozark couple who,
for her chapter."
.la the matter of presents, took things
"Mercy!" cried Morrowby. "Do you into their own hands.
mean to tell me that little woman
"Speakln' of being thirsty," said Hi
and, his
Buck, "reckon Cy Wesson
carried a flag that distance?"
came here from Iowa, about
"Well no," said Jeliffe. "My chaur. wife, that
take the prize."
,
feur and I took turns at it."
"How's that?" asked the stranger
who was waiting in front of the black"Johnny," asks the teacher, ''what smith shop while his horse was being
do you think may Be meant by the shod.
"Well, you see Cy and Mirandy
text, "Unto him that hath shall be
wanted to celebrate their silver
from'
not
him
hath
while
that
given,
They had never celebrated any
shall be taken away even that which
anniversary before because, as Miranhe hath?"
dy told my wife, the silver wedding
"Uncle Bill says it means fat, was the first one where the presents
teacher," answers Jdhnny. "He Bays would be worth more 'than the
fat folks keep
fatter an thin victuals.
"Even then they worried a good deal
ones keep
thinner, In spite
for fear everybody would bring pickle
V
of all they can do."
But after a
forks or butter knives.
while they hit on an idea that worked
"Dobbs lied to me yesterday In or- first rate.
"They wrote at the bottom of the
der to get off to go to the hall game.
asking the folks not to buy
inyitations,
was
dead."
He said his wife's mother
flag-bear-

.,''

r.ZZSSJl. FUMT, Prop
Cor. Grand and jDouglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, w. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

wed-din-

M BIEHL, Propietor

416 Grand Ave
Phone Mam 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

A.

presents until they got there, for the
jeweler from Buckeye Bridge would
be in the yard with a full line of silverware, and no two pieces alike."
"That was clever," said the stranger. "Picked out their own presents,
you might say."
"Yes," said HI, "but that wasn't the
Servant You want to see 'Heir best
part of it. We learned afterward
Doktor. Could you come again tomorthey dickered with the Jeweler and got
him to give them 20 per cent, on all
row!
he sold." Youth's Companion,
Patient Why, isn't he in?
Servant Oh, yes; but you're" our
first patient and it's his birthday to- AMERICAN DRY FLY FISHING
morrow. I should so like it to be a
surprise for him.
The Angler Fishes the Water and Not
the Rlso at They Do In
"I've just discovered why women
England.
"I think you are mistaken. I heard
what he said."
"Then what was it?"
"He said he would like to attend
his mother-In-law'funeral."

II. Lorenzen

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
-D- EALER IN- -2
Heavy Hardware and
Wagon Material

'

8

.

CLAY AND HAVENS

weep at a wedding."
American dry fly fishing may be de"Well, why?"
fined briefly as the art of displaying
and
Sales
Stables.
Feed
women
ont
of
"The
married
weep
livery,
to the trout a single artificial fly
Sympathy, and the single ones be- floating upon the surface of the stream
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
cause the wedding isn't theirs."
in the exact manner of the natural
1202 National Ave
Phone Main 71
Insect.
"I should like to have a portrait of
Upon occasions, somewhat rare Indeed, hut nevertheless of sufficient fremy dear' departed wife painted."
' "Have you a good photograph ot quency to render the fact noteworthy,
the American dry fly man casts conher?"
P. MACKEL
sciously to a rising and feeding trout
"No; but here I have her wis her the Invariable custom of the English
HOUSE AND 8IQN PAINTING
false teeth and her dog, who looks dry fly "purist."
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
On the trout streams of this counvery like her."
I
and Glazing.
try, however, the orthodox manner of
Estimate! Cheerfully Given.
fishing and floating fly Is to fish all the
Friend What's the matter?
Old Town
water as when wet fly casting.
lWeat Elda Plaxa
I'm
Theater manager
debating
In America, owing to the fact that
whether to spend $75,000 on an the
dry fly angler fishes the water
'
American comlo opera or use the and not the rise, wet and dry fly fishmoney to bribe the police force and ing are far more closely related than
'
is the case in England, where the orput on a French farce.
thodox sportsman stalks the trout,
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
to a rising and
Crawford Do you think Ihe's hen- casting exclusively
General Repairing
,.
feeding fish. Outing.
-

iLPETER
I

....

H. 0. YOUNG

lavn;moers sharpened

'

E. Las Vegas

et

31 Oil PMIUTItlG

h

429

0.

Crabshaw He never mentioned it,
Bishop Blames His Hair.
but I've noticed that the portraits
Father William J. Dalton of the
over his mantlepiece are those of his Annunciation
church tells this story
wife's folks.

Automobile," Carriage !&

N.

pecked?

"Do you think Roosevelt will get
enough people into his new third par-

ty to make much of an impression?"
"Enough? Hasn't he already got
himself and Perkins? Who else does
he need?"

HERMAN

Grand Ave

She bought a $50 hat;

PLAZA HOTEL
NEWLY KEMODELEI

Private Baths and Lavatories
Private Telephones
Steaui Heat
Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or.Menth

The price had little weight.

fish.
He was a million-dolla- r
And she used the hat for bait.

Teacher Now, children, wihich one
of you can decline the word "sick?"
Lizzie (in a tragic voice) Sick-w-orse
dead.

of

a

Catholic bishop well known in
this locality, but at Father. Dalton's request, nameless here:
"The bishop is a large man with
bushy back hair," the priest relates.
"Ho often on his tours through Kansas wears a silk hat. His crosier he
carried in a large leather case.
. "Recently in a
jerkwater Kansas
town where silk hats are scarce except on the heads of traveling musicians, the bishop was just alighting
from his train when the negro porter
appeared at the car door waving his
crosier case.
"'Hey, boss!' the porter called. T
reckon you all had better take yo fiddle wlf you. De company
Is not
'sponsible fo' packages left in d
seats.' "Kansas City Journal.
,

,
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Our Ice la not only absolutely

pure

it's cheaper than the impure Ice In
the- long run. It lasts longer, tastes
better and Is more wholesome la every
way. Don't purchase inferior Ice when
you can get our Ice at the price you
can. A trial order will convince yon
THE CRYSTAL ICS CO.
Phone Mlln 227
Buy It now. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy la almost certain to be needed before the
aammer Is over. Buy It now and be
prepared for such an emergency. For
al by all dealers.

"1 think," said the young statesman,
, The Gloom pf English Clubs.
"that some of my speeches will be reAlfred Gwynne Vanderbllt, at a dincalled with Interest in years to come." ner in New York, was talking aboul
"They will," replied Senator Sor- English clubs.
"There is something very triste,
ghum, "unless you are exceptionally
very depressing," he said, 'about th
lucky."
really fashionable clubs of Pall Mall,
St. James street and Piccadilly. The
stiff dignity, the somber quietude ol
, "Is your wife a baseball fan?"
"Yes. She doesn't follow the fine these clubs, gets on an American's
nerves.
points of the game. But she gets
"An
American
to White's
visitor
very indignant if the viisting club once said that the air of the
place
has prettier uniforms than ours."
seemed to him to suggest that the
king lay dead upstairs."
"Your man was a dark horse In the
.
race?"
The Probable Bread Winner.
"Yes. But his darkness was not of
Representative Henry of Texas was
the right kind. It resulted from the talking, at a dinner in Washington,
fact that the whitewash had been about an impecunious nobleman.
"He Is engaged to a Chicago girl,"
rubbed off."
said, Mr. Henry. "The girl's mother
was boasting about the match at a
If you are a housewife you cannot tea.
" 'May,' she said, 'will
reasonably hope to be healthy or
occupy a very
beautiful by washing dishes, sweep- remarkable social
now. I am
position
housework
all
day,
ing and doing
to educate her up to it.'
endeavoring
at
dead
tired
bed
and crawling into
"'Oh, I see,' said a friend. 'You are
night. You must get out into the open teaching her, I
suppose, to wash and
air and sunlight. If you do this every iron, to do
plain sewing, address enday and keep your stomach and bow"
els in good order by taking Chamber- velopes, or something of that sort?'
when
needed,
lain Tablet's
you
both healthy and
should become
Their True Sphere.
beautiful. For sale by all dealers.
Wife (reading from a headline In a
Toronto paper) Here's an article on
"Women's Work for
Husband (with a grunt) I'd like to
An Increasing number of peopia re
port regularly of the satisfactory re know what women have ever done for
sults from taking Foley Kidney Pills the
and commend their healing and curaWife (sweetly) They usually martive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills ry them, dear. Canadian Courier.
are a carefully prepared medicine,
guaranteed to contain no harmful or
The Way of Portraits.
habit forming drugs. They can have
He Why 1b Caroline having her
only a beneficial effect when ied for
and bladder troubles, tor portrait painted?
kidney
She Well, Bhe has reached that
backache,
rheumatism, weft back
or lumbago. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross
when she doesn't look well In a
Feeble-MInded.-

feeble-minde-

During the summer months mothof young children should watch
for any unnatural looseness of the
towels. When given prompt attention
at this time serious trouble may be
avoided. "Chamberlain's Colic, cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy can always be depended upon. For sale by
-

ers

all

dealers.

Drug Store.

photograph.
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Better Thing S I
!ij
S'l,.Ai
in Sight
I I Liu L'U
Frances hurried to the telephone.
"Hello!" she said, brightly. But In
a minute her voice broke. "No, you
have the wrong number."
She put her pretty head on the telephone table and began to cry. "Oh,
dear, oh dear! It's always the wrong
number. No one ever wants me. Oh,
dear, I'm so miserable!"
When she had first looked cheerfully at the new white card by the telephone she did not know that the number would be of no consequence to a
solitary soul in Chicago. Occasionally George, her young husband, would
call her up from his office, but usually
all day loag Frances stayed In the
apartment with a silent telephone. If
It did ring it was somebody who had
the wrong number.
So Frances cried. She had cried because she was lonesome, for she knew
no one in the big city. She cried because she was tired, homesick and
miserable and because her sobs were
company for her In a sad sort of way,
a bit consoling.
?
The first few weeks she had not
cried. "Be busy and you will be happy," she would say. The tiny flat glistened with cleanliness.
After a while this did not satisfy
her. She had reduced her housework
and marketing to a system and it took
very little time to keep the flat in
George had seen her dresses
again and again and good dinners
were a matter of course.
At first
Frances tried extra housework as an
antidote for loneliness, but after her
violent scrubbing had taken the shine
off the kitchen ware, after she had
broken some vases by needless dusting and spilled furniture polish on the
rug she stopped. Her trousseau was
still new and did not require the attention of sewing or shopping. On the
few occasions she had left her neighborhood she had become lost. She had
always lived in a small town and the
noise of the city streets and the
crowds in the stores confused her.
All her experiments had failed. So
Frances cried. In the midst of her
grief the door bell rang.
"A peddler," Frances said, dolefully. She wiped her eyes and opened
the door. It was not a peddler, but a
iweet young woman. She carried
some letters.
"I am Mrs. Allen from across the
"I brought
hall," she said, timidly.
up your mall."
Frances took the letters mechanically. Then she noticed that the powder
was suspiciously thick around the eyes
and nose of her visitor. Clearly Mrs.
Allen had been crying, too. Impulsively Frances put out her hand.
"I wish you would come in," she
iaid.
The two
young women
eat down in the living room. "It was
kind of you to bring the letters,"
Frances began.
"Oh, it's nothing," said Mrs. Allen.
A pause. "I couldn't help seeing that
one letter was addressed to Mrs.
Frances Stevens West. I used to hear
my cousin Eula Thomas talk of a
Frances Stevens, of Plalnfleld."
"Oh " cried Frances. "That's I. Is
Eula your cousin? She is my best
friend."
"I heard so much about you," declared Mrs. Allen, 'f. didn't know you
"
.
lived in Chicago."
"I haven't very long," Bald Frances.
"Neither have I," said Mrsj Allen.
"I don't know many people here."
"I don't know any," Frances replied.
"Neither do I," said Mrs. Allen.
"Do you enjoy the city?" Frances

1
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HOST ORDERS AND HF.GULAW PIMNI

THE

BEST

GOODS

CHAPMAN

LODGE

t, A. F.
Regular ' communication first and
'? third Thursday in mm
NO.

M.

,.f

FOR CLASSIFIED
T1SEMENT8

ADVER

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

mouth. Vlaitinfc- broth--t
rs cordially invited.
N. O. Herman, W. L; . R. Murray,
-

y

1,
NO.
DORADO LODGE
PYTHIAS Met
KNIGHTS
OF
v
,.,
very MmAty
.,funt.
ning in CasUa 1131,
r
Visiting KnifJitserv

EL

i
v.:

f
l

t
1

-

M
-

Secretary.

I

j

1 cordially
lavliea
J
tSChas. E. JJef.sct
, nier, Chan eel lor

cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEQAt COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to Una.
Re- KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
ular eomoiw wmA Tm
tines. All
advertls ments charaed
day In && masih at
will be booked at space
actually set.
Temple at 7:80 p. m. C. D.
without regard to number of words.
Boucher, S. C; Chaa. Tanune, ReCash In advance preferred.
corder.
Ma-Bon-lo

V
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M
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OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

WANTED
1108

Competent

Seventh street.

t

cook. Apply
Mrs. W. G.

Haydon.
MEN, sell genuine guaranteed hose;
70 per cent profit. Make $10
dally.
Live agents and beninners investigate. Stronk Knit, Box 4029, West

Philadelphia, Pa.

'

For aio
FOR SALE
$2.50

and

Well bred spring pigs at
Harry Maurice,

$3 each,
Sapello, N. M.

WHITE Wyandotte hens, 60c, 75c
and $1.00. Mrs. M. E. Johnson
Humboldt, Kansas.

for Usui
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
rooms, bath, electrlo lights, etc. Also single room, excellent location.
818 Eighth street
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh street

.

ii ri
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a

HANDLEC

SOCIETY DIRECTOR

NI
RATES

CAFF.

AND

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

A.

or-de-r.

tear-staine- d

TOE

'A

t.

Martin, Keeper

i

Meets, second and
fourth Tuesday evening of
at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. P,
D.' McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. W.
Coufl on, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

each-mont-

LAS VEQAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL.
conroca- ARCH MASONS--iEgmi- ar
ATTOKK E YH
tioa frat Moad- a- In each
meat at Uasonle TemHUNKER A HUNKER
ple, at VM p. m. M. R.
Geo.
Hunker
Chester A. Hot '
If.
O.
H.
T.
Williams,
P.;
Attorneys at Law,
Blood, Secretary.
Las Vegas,
New
RANSFORO CHAPTER NO.LO.
8 Meata ire t and ttlrt rrldaye In
PHYSICIANS
Kasoada Tespls. Kra. T. & Bowen,
DR. H. W. HOUF
Worthy llatroa; J&me O. Rut! edge
Residence 1016 Fifth St
Worthy Fatroa; Mm. George Trlp,
Office 5064 Grand Avenue
Secretary. Phone Main lit, 120
Grand avenue.
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 4
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meets every
DENTISTS
Monday night at
O. R. C. Halt on Bourlaj avonnn at
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTiST
8 o'clock.
Visions: mmbora aro
Successor to
cordially welcome,
Oehrlng,
Dr. E L. Hammond
president; X T. Bonier, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasarar.
Office 7 Crockett Building.
Phone Main 115
Residence Phone Olive 5462.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMEBIC
Meet In the forest of broth en
love at Woodmen of the Won
ball, on the second and fourth fr
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vir
EAST BOUND
Ing neighbors are especially
we Arrive
'
come and cordially invited.
:10 p. m
i:is PNo. I
No. 4. ...11:06 p m..... .11:10 p.
1:25 a. a
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 544, No. 8.... 1:15 a. m
I. O. of B. B. Meet
1:45 p. m
s:iu
avery first No. 10
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
'
rooms of Temple Mouteflore at 8
WEST BOUND
o'clock p. m. Yiaitlnj brothers are No. l......l:20 p. m.........l:48 p.
6:15 p.
.6:10 a. m.
invited.
oojxKUJy
Isaac Appel No. 3
4:60 p. '
m
'...4:40
Charles
p.
President;
Gtfeenclay. Seo No. 7...
7:00 p. n
No. 9. .....6:35 p. m
rotary.

Mrtt

t

aa

local

m CIO

-

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCi
FOR RENT Furnised room for light '.NO. 804. Meets second and
in O. R. C. haO. Pion
810 Lincoln avenue.
housekeeping.
building. Visiting members are c
FOR RENT Three new rooms furdlally lnvied. Peter Emenaker, G
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
nished for light housekeeping. 921
'
Lincoln.
I. O. O. P., LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO
1.
Meets every Monday evening :
their h&'I on Sixth street All visit
ing .brethren cordially invited to at
BULLS for service at the Mesa
tend. J . D. Fridensttne, N. G.;
ranch. Terms cash. M. M. Mllli-gaFrank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood
M. D.
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer:
C. Y. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

There is more Catarrh la

tion of the country than all

tl '3

other

secdis-

last
eases put together, and until
few years was supposed to he tucim
doe-tor-s
able. For a great many year
pronounced it a local dlseaao and
prescribed local remedies, and by
constantly failing to cure with local
treatment pronounced it Incurable.
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore
constitutional treatment
requires
Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufaetnrea
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
is the only Constitution.' 1 cure oa the
market It is taken Internally in
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoocfuL
It acts directly on the blood aud mucous surfaces of the system. They
HONOR HELPER OF THE DEAF.
offer one hundred dollars for any
E.
O.
F.
Meets
first
and
third
Tue
case it fails to cure. Send for cirParis, July 27. An interesting celeday evenings each month, at Wood culars and testimonials.
bration will be opened in Paris tomor-roman hall. Visiting Brothers eoi
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toto mark the bicentenary ot the
'
to attend. A. M ledo, O.
dlally invited
birth of Abbe de l'Eoee, 'nventor of
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Set
the deaf and dumb alphabet. The celTake Hail's Family Pills for conrotary.
ebration will last four days and will
stipation.
Include an international congress of
deaf mutes, which will b attended
RETAIL
I.
by delegates from many countries.
..
Abbe de l'Epee was the first of the
Um. or More, Each Delivery
MH
to, p.r ll4
great teachers of the deaf and dumb.
1rG2 lb to 2,ej
Ean Dull Wiry ,?
..'...' 25c per 1M
lb,
He was educated for the priesthood,
set Iks. te 1,0t Iba,
DaNvery
ISa per 15J ru.
but took up the work of teaching the
6 lbs. to tea tba, Each Delivery
..
p,r 1gf
(deaf and dumb before tne field had
Lass Than 69 lbs. Each Driver
pe, 1M
been entered by any one else. He
was successful' and. Invented the man
A
ual alphabet, which was a great aid
in his work and has since remained
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Purir
a standard device.
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vezas

r.7iscclIaesou3

.

"Well," replied Mrs. Allen, "It has
so many advantages. There are so
many things to do and see. The theaters and concerts are fine. One does
not waste time over social trivialities."
"Yes," said Frances. "And the modern conveniences simplify housekeeping so that there is time for' the advantages. I I like It."
"I don't," declared Mrs. Allen with
decision.
"Neither do I," said Frances, with
sudden decision.
"You see," said' Mrs. Allen, growing
confidential, "I came from a small
town where I knew everybody. I'm
not used to the city and I don't know
DUKE VISITS MONCTON, N. D.
my way about There is so little to do
Moncton, N.,U, July 27. The greatIs away. Why,
when my husband
sometime? I have asked Central to er part of eastern New Brunswick
ring my telephone to know if It's In lent itself to the reception of the
order."
Duke of Connaught in his visit to
"That's how it Is with me," said Moncton
today. There was a general
Frances. "Don't you want to see my
of all business houses and the
closing
apartment?"
After the tour of inspection, in streets were decaratcd as never bewhich Mrs. Allen had been properly fore. The royal party, were welcomenthusiastic, Frances said timidly: "I ed a the station and presented with
would be so glad if you would stay to an address by the mayor. The retea."
mainder of the program included a
"I'd love to,". she answered, "if you
drive about the city and a public recake."
will let me bring over my fresh
The tea party progressed famously, ception at the home of F.''W. SumThe
forgot their tears and laid ner.
plsiis for chopping and matinees and
promised to introduce their husbands. PEDAGOGUES TO
VISIT CANADA.
Mrs. Allen gave Frances the cake that
Glasgow, July 27. A large party of
was left and was presented In turn
with a panful of new rolls. The two Scottish school teachers .sailed on
the Allan liner Scandinavian today
parted affectionately.
"I am so glad you came over," said for Quebec. The pedagogues plan to
Frances. "This is the first time I spend two weeks in Canada seeing
have had company."
the country and studying its educa"It is the first time I have been to
tional methods. The places to be visa party " said Mrs. Allen.
"Neither have we," said the brides. ited include Montreal, Ottawa, ToAnd from that time on life in the great ronto, Niagara Falls and Hamilton.
The loneliness
city grew pleasant.
had been dispelled. Y
Read The Optic.
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Are Best

Market Finde rs
Classified ads. search out
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the

Unpeople to

particular things woTZot!
That property you want to sell isIWORTH
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd MOST to
would
hear of your property unless it were
advertised here.
Others who read and answer ads. in
this
(and are anxxous to find and pay cash for)
auCobTs
used machinery and furniture, articles books,
of
of any
sort, and musical instruments.
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Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of the Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.
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That You Boost Your Business. You Can do it by Advertising.

THE

xU

31

Li

Uv

Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
of circulars
use
the
by
advertising
to
care
newspaper
your
supplement
Should
you

work of that variety.
beautiful
out
can
turn
The
job
department
Optic's
and catalogues
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See Van Petten lor insurance
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BUFF LABLE

-

14 lb. 23

lb. 45 cents,

cents,

CP

1

lb. 35 cents,

cents,

1

One-Hal-

w

lb. 85 cents

lb. 65 cents

THE CASH GROCER
M

names
Six hundred and sixty-siDon't lorget the regular dance t.t
prethe
to
were
petitions
appended
the Armory tonight.
sented this morning to the county
be
Our entire line of. summer millinery commissioners asking that bridges
erected at Villanueva, Azui and Pecos.
f
off. S trass'.
The commissioners, seeing that 80
danca
many taxpayers of the county are
Don't forget the big Spanish
erectand free watermelon at RosenthiJ anxious that the structures be
Acthe
decided
to
request
ed,
grant
hall tonight.
cordingly a resolution srtating that it
is
other
of
the
necessary to build the bridges was
Following the example
medicos of the city Dr,; R. K, McClan-aha- passed. In a few days the commissioners, accompanied by County Engihas ordered a car.'
neer George E. Morrison, will vlait
Finch's Golden Wedding Ry. s4 the various proposed sites and decide
in the wood. Direct-- from dlsttutry upon th8 exact location of the pro
to you. At the Lobby, of court.
posed structures. Xhe call for bids
will be issued at the earliest possible
For SaleOne Birdseye dresser. time in order that work, on the bridge
convertible may be begun 'at once.'
Sinner sewing machine,
C.
couch, sectional bookcase.
Having disposed of the bridge mat
1055 Sixth street.
ter the commissioners rolled up their
sleeves, took another chew of fine cut,
A marriage license was issued this lighted their pipes, gathered up piles
r.
of data and went slamhang into the
morning at the court house to Ca
rino ' Padilla, aged 23, and Clarita task of drawing up the tax levy for
Bruno, aged 21. Both are residents ot the present fiscal year. They announced they hoped to finish the Job to
Las Vegas.
day, but stated that one must remem
For Rent Five room house with ber that a day is never officially endbath, completely furnished. For short ed until the arrival of midnight Late
time. This is a private home; rent this afternoon the commissioners
reasonable. The Investment & Agen-c- y were etill at work. They declared the
Corporation.
levy likely would be no larger than
that of last year.

TARIFF

EXTRA SPECIAL

111

FIXED BY THE

FOR THREE DAYS

x

YELLOW
14 ib. 20

Try a dram of Ola Taylor bourbon
the Opera Bar.

SIM!

:

n

--

Accompanied

(Continued

cents per hundred pounds for sugar
75 per cent pure and adds 2.6 cents
per hundred pounds for each degree
of purity above that" The existing
law adds 3& cents for each degree.
I feel glad that the republican ma
jority has consented not only to take
out the duties standard and the dif
ferential on refined sugar, but also
to reduce the duty on pure unrefined
sugar by 224 cents per hundred
pounds. That ia as much reduction as
I think it ia safe to mako now, considering the importance of the cane
sugar and beet sugar industry..
The La Follette wool bill, passed
by Che senate, Thursday, was brought
up in the house today by Majority
Leader Underwood and, referred to
the ways and means .committee,
which will report the bill back
promptly and ask for a conference
with the senate.
The fight over the excise tax bill
which was returned to the house tohe senate, will center
day passea L
around the amendments for a tariff
commission and repeal of the Canadian reciprocity act.

by Deputy Sheriffs C.
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All ous so, 65. and 75c Boy Blouse Waists
and Boys Coat Shirts in all colors at 45c.

Til
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eU.4P.MEED

GREENBERGER

ENGLISH STRIKE ENDS.
London, July 27. The strike committee today declared ended the
'strike which started in May and
forced 50,000 aock workers to

THE

Stewart andi P. H. Montz of Carls-haEd Spitz, an Insurance man of AlElijah Valdez, who was recently buquerque, came in yesterday afterWork wl be. resumed
committed to the state hospital for noon from the Duke City on business,
Monday.. The committee in a manithe insane, was brought to Las "Vegas
festo declared all agreements befrom Eddy county, yesterday. .
tween employers and employes prior
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, July i7. A heavy under to the strike must be maintained. The
Cruz Madrid, in the custody of
was reflected Ir. opening prices failure to organize a general strike
tone
Deputy Sheriff Felipe ixpez, was
of the
of today's stock market. General of transportation workers
brought to Las Vegas yesterday afterstrikers'
of
cause
the
was
the
country
Beth
ditl
a
as
poiiv..,
noon from Albuquerque, where he Electric declined
defeat.
was- placed under arrest several days lehem Steel, with weakness in all, th
issue
active
except Reading. Among
for
indictment
under
is
Madrid
ago.
Seamen Resume Work
was strongwife desertion, and will be1 lodged in the specialties, Woolworth
New
York, July 17. Tha end of
the county jail until tue case comes est with a gain over a point. General
strike in New York was
seamen's
the
initial
loss
and
its
made
Electric
up
before the district court.
recorded
imtoday in a stateofficially
pprices otherwise showed some
Vidal,
secretary of th e
James
ment
off
eased
soon
by
again.
provement, but
The Las' Vegas lodge of the
The leaders
union.
Firemen's
erican
Alliance field an (Inte- Canadian Pacific yielded a point, Marine
seamen and
of
strike
the
declare
that
and
Steel preferred
resting meeting last night in its nail Bethlehem
had
failed,
large
owing
over
longshoremen
Tobacco
American
of
Dtowu
on the West side. Samuel
closed heavy. The only ly, to tha bribery of a number of strike
market
The
of
Ariz.,
president
supreme
Tempe,
v
officials.
the alliance, was present and made an features of the final hour were acute
which
American Tobacco,
interesting address In which he stat- weakness of
a 3 point deTODAY'S BASEBALL.
ed that he expected soon to send or- fell over 0 points, and
Yo- cline in National Biscuit.
American League.
Las
the
assist
to
here
ganizers
The closing sales, were:
Cleveland, July 27. First game:
gas lodge, which is the yauhgest mem82
R.H.E.
ber of the order, to secure an In- Amalgamated Copper
12i5',i Cleveland
.3 8 i
Fo'lpwing the American Beet Sugar bid
creased membership.
108
.4 9 1
,
Washington
business meeting a dance and re- Atchison .
140
Cashion and
Mr. Great Northern
and
of
O'Neill;
honor
in
Blanding
were
given
ception
115
AInsmith.
refreshments New York Central
Drown and delicious
123
Northern Pacific ..'
were served.
National League.
Reading .
See window display ot new mid- Union Paclfio
imi Boston, July 27. First game:
70
R. H. K
United States Steel
summer felts. Strass'.
0
3 9
112U Boston
United States Steel, pfd
A.

at Your Beck and Command for Edible
Eatables-T- he
Quality Kind

from Page Oue)

SEASON'S

GREATEST
OPPORTUNITY
To close out our
stock of refrigerators
we will give

:

And Let Us Have Your Orders

25 PER

FO

Spanish-Am-
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

J.

DcIIsrs In Wear of

Cents in
We

Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
if you receive in return a service so conscientious and painstaking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
employessuch service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs into dollars.

At TIis ftlost Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations bvf:.re buying

Phone Main 150

Old-Tow-

Why not begin this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.

A

t Tb E:3 rt i:.3 C::i cl Erajutg Ec!:"3

Las Vejfas Steam
ARE

t

nECElVInGMLY
Phone Mtia

3

California. Colorado and New Mexico Fruits
and Vegetans. Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Black Raspberries, Apricots, Cantaloupes,
:
Watermelons.-

81

617 Dougfo$

Are

.

rpir
.

J

;

5i!-rini-

0

"M1D'C9.

REPIlESEilT

Quality Fruits and Ve- tabies From Field to Can
Same Day.

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

"n

FRESH EVERY DAY

' Noted

For

QUALITYPUniTY-CLEANLINE- SS

BAKERY GOODS

ASH YOUR

G1CE8

FOH

"FORT" B3AND

TfeeEeslioTheCily
Cread, Holls,

;
1

'1

r
!

LuUMMtkUlU)

Oil!!!

I

11

liivery visit,.; in Las Vcfjas to

'

upon

usBniii your friends.

,

call

Our store

is one. of ike siiow places of Vegas.

Rolls'
1
1

1

1

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncomrron Jew I cry.

THE SEED

PEMY ONION & SON
EEDSMEN

5
i

;

-S-

mm goods

1

8 0
4
Cincinnati
Benton,
Allen and Miller;
Suggs,
Fromme and McLean.

For Lawns,

507 SIXTH
SWEET

JOHNSEN & SON

READY FOR BUSINESS.

The Romero Mining Co. wishe3 to
announce that they have completed
the installation of machinery for the
concentration of ores in their plant
and will receive all kinds, of ore toi
concentration, at a very reasonable
on
price; wlll give mill run tests
any quantity desired. The capacity
of the plant is 50 tons of ore per
day. .Mill is .situated 16 miles from
Las Vegas." The frelgtrt rate on ore
per ton from Las Vegas to the mill
I
S3.
Address all conimualcatio.is
to Margarito Romero, genera mana
ger, El Porvenir, N. M.

To Sow Clover and Blue Grass

WE SELL

THE GMAF

Secretary.

THIS IS A GOOD TIME

er

STORE

MEETING
STOCKHOLDERS' ANNUAL
Te annual meeting of the stockhold
ers of the Las Vegas Improvement
company will be held In tha office of
the Aetna Building association the
19th day of August, 1912, at 3 o'clock
p. m.
FRANK J. CUTLER,

C.

"Four

Fried CaKes and

:

Onions, Green
Cekry, Rcdishes, Lett;':-; cr
5quash,
and Wax Ccan", C;;.
v
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, New alAage.

2

9 13

Brooklyn

fice 614 Lincoln avenue.

have on hand a complete stock of

mm l::;.3,ui;;c2v xnni akd x:ii mum
,

Usoc!

0EF!liGEIiATB3 IN THE IICUSE

EVERY

"Complete Furnishers of The Home."

Perdue, Dickson and Kiing; Salee
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
Bresnahan.
and
or
one
month
For parties remaining
Brooklyn, July 27.
Address
season.
Harvey's
the
through
R.H.B.
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of

y

P

7 15

St. Louis

CASH

Come early so as to get a style to suit you. Goods
to be sold on basis of original marked prices in plain EgufCs.".

..........
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121

P. S. Next Door to FOST
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